
Shadow 1441 

Chapter 1441 The Shadows Of Two Men 

The sun is still shining bright outside. One could see that is approaching afternoon 

but as someone enters the room, he waves his hand. 

A gust of wind swept through the windows 

The curtains closed and the place quickly descended into darkness. 

He waves his hand again and floating candles lit up before it floats near the ceiling illuminating the 

entire room. 

Clicking his finger, the bulb on the corners of the room was turned on almost immediately. The room is 

now a bit brighter 

There is someone else behind this man and he also enters the room. He looks at the waving of the hand, 

the clicking of the finger and he ask 

'Why don't you open the curtain?' 

'Wait' a cold but deep voice echoes in the room 

the light of the candle seems to emits pleasant smell and magic particles that dances in the air. 

The light bulb seems to illuminate the entire four corners of the room. 

The entire room seems mystical and enchanting, like one had just stepped into a magcila wonderland 

But is it for beauty? 

Slowly, formation is formed and embedded into the area. 

Then he waves his hand again. 

The candles float into one part of the ceiling and then the fire on its wick was extinguished, frozen in the 

air like that 

The light bulb was all turned off in an instant 

And the curtain opens gently. The sunlight once again enters the room, the magical wonderland had 

now dissipated like it was a dream 

'Ah, so, you want to make sure no one is here' 

The one who is talking is Raymond and the one who is waving his hand is Azief. 

And this is Azief office. 

Azief did not answer Raymond question as he walks to his seat and sit on his chair and he gesture for 

Raymond to sit 

Raymond sits in front of him, the sturdy table is the only divider between them 
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Raymond did not wear his golden armor or brought his weapon into the study. 

Instead today he wears a little bit casual, a uniform of one of the members of the Quorum council. It has 

a bit of that military style robe but it is more casual. 

Looking at each other, they seem to have many things to say to each other. 

But, right now they are not Raymond and Azief. It is Death Monarch of Pandemonium and the Supreme 

general of the World Government. 

They look at each other eyes, Death Monarch eyes is like always, cold and his face is expressionless. 

Raymond on the other hand has a pure eye, his blond hair sways left and right as the wind from the 

windows is blowing his hair like it wanted to accentuate the handsomeness of this man 

They are like the shining bright sun and the darkness of the void of space. 

They could not be more different from each other. 

Either in temperament or personality, they are very much different from each other. 

Even though Azief invited Raymond to talk about some things, he is silent. In his head, there is many 

question he wanted to ask. 

These question that he wanted to ask is not necessarily about the matters of the world. 

The question he wanted to ask have something to do with Sofia. But, the words did not come out so the 

question remains unasked. 

And Raymond also have his own set of question he wanted to ask Death Monarch 

And like Death Monarch, his question also did not particularly revolve around the world affairs. It is the 

same subjects, only the question is different. 

But just like Death Monarch, he also could not say anything and his question also remains unasked. 

The silence did not last long 

Azief then ask 

'Loki tell you about the trident?' there is no greeting and no pleasantries. Death Monarch dove into the 

question right away. Raymond nodded. 

Azief sighed 

'Like always, his dark hands are always moving behind the scene' Then he saidthis content of 
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'I will help you gain the trident back' he paused for a second before continuing saying 

'In return, you help me with the establishment of the Ten Realms' 

Raymond nodded. Then he asks 



'The other world leaders…. how was their response?' 

'they all agree to the formation of the Ten Realms' 

'I thought one of them would disagree' 

'the attack on the meeting change some of their minds' listening to this Azief could not help bu chuckles 

bitterly 

'It seems that I have to thank the perpetrators for blowing up the Dome' 

Raymond then added 

'There is still some few details that needs to be ironed out. But, the big hurdle is already solved. So, it 

would not be long now.' 

There is another silence between them. outside, the sun is shining bright and if you look from the office 

you could see the peaceful beach in the distance. 

The silence did not last long 

Raymond then asked 

'Why are you rushing?' 

Azief look at Raymond and said 

'You must have a guess' 

Raymond nodded 

'You want to go into seclusion?' he added and said 

'I expected it…..but hearing it from you….I am quite shocked. You are really fast. I don't know how the 

world is going to catch up.' 

Azief nodded. It is not something he wanted to keep as a secret. And it is something that could not be 

hidden. 

'You are breaking through to Essence Creation?' Azief nodded again. 

Raymond does not know what to feel right now. 

he is just about to break through Divine Comprehension and Azief is once again leading the pack, 

wanting to reach Essence Creation. 

But, will he succeed this time? 

From the intelligence he had, it seems that Azief tries to break though before but failed. 

However, his failure the last time did not seem to affect him that badly. But, if he fails two times, it 

would be weird if nothing happens to him. 

And no, Raymond is not hoping that he failed. Instead, he fears what would happen if Azief failed. 



Then a new age of chaos would erupt again. 

The only reason the world power plays nice with each other is because these delicate alliances that the 

world power have with each other. 

If Death Monarch fails, the referee of the world no longer have the qualification to referee and mediate 

the conflict of the world...then they probably would no longer play nice with each other 

A new warring era would begin with everybody eyeing the top peak of the world power will begin again. 

And the situation of the world right now is even more unstable than the last time. 

In the past everyone was groping their way forward 

But, in this time, everyone already knows how the world works and so, if anything happens to Death 

Monarch at this juncture, then the instability of the world will be worse than the last time. 

Death Monarch every move affects the world, whether it his successes or his failure. He is too big now 

and his shadows shrouded the world 

In the past, if he makes a mistake, that is one individual making a mistake. Now, if he makes a mistake, 

one failure, it affects the entire world. 

Like a mountain crumbling, it affects the base of the mountain and would buried the entire village under 

that mountain 

Raymond is waiting 

An answer, an explanation, a reason. Anything. He should say something. And Azief knows what 

Raymond expects of him 

So he speaks. 

'The threats of the world keep multiplying and the enemy Earth has to face become stronger' 

Raymond nodded at this. 

Sighing, Azief then said 

'The moment I open the Time Space tunnel and bring about the Multiversal Convergence, it is like we 

are making a fire in a dark forest' 

Raymond then interjected 

'And the fire is bright' 

Azief nodded 

'Bright indeed. And many civilization and powerful beings began to look at us. The only way to make 

sure Earth could survive the coming new dawn is to have enough strength' 

'You're confident this time?' 

Azief simply nodded. 



Raymond then said 

'Then, I hope you will succeed' 

Azief thought nothing of Raymond congratulations or well-wishes. 

Because he knows that Raymond is sincere. If it's any other person, they might be wrecked by hatred 

seeing him getting stronger 

But since it is Raymond, he has no such thought. They might be rival once upon a time, but they also 

have respect toward each other. 

Azief trust Raymond so much that when he goes to the Seresian world, he always knew that Sofia would 

be safe. Because Raymond would be there to protect him. 

Right now, with his identity and his current relationship, it is very hard to try to protect Sofia. And he 

knows that if he dies do it openly, Sofia would hate it 

And he knows he have no right to do it right now. 

But, he also could not stay by her side all the time. Because it is over when she rejected his proposal. 

And even though, he said that it is over, for some reason even Azief didn't believe it. 

It felt like this would never be over. And Azief don't know whether that is a good thing or a bad thing 

Maybe, it depends on his intention 

Because what he shared with Sofia is special. 

There are some parts of him that he never let her see. 

But, there is also a part of him, that she is the only one who saw it. There is some feelinsg that he shared 

only with her 

And a piece of his heart...is there with her. 

Always 

There is a feeling of nostalgia between them, and they know each other 

They have been through so much together that it is almost impossible for thing to be truly over between 

them 

This is the scary thing about time. 

It is hard to win against that time that they spent with each other. Memories that is etched in every 

second of the time they spent together. 

And now, he has Katarina. And he wants to do right by her. He does not want her to think that she is the 

rebound girl 

Because she is not. And she deserves better than that. 

So, he is stuck between a rock and a hard place. 



But at least Raymond is beside her. 

Though, Azief don't know if he could stand seeing Sofia being with Raymond. 

It is one thing to know if she dated someone else. 

It is another thing, if he had to see that new boyfriend. 

Sofia did not date Raymond. 

But Raymond wanted to date her. 

That much is obvious. 

When a man does the thing that Raymond does, it is very easy to know his intention. And Raymond was 

never the type of guy that hides this kind of intention. 

He is very straightforward and very open and aboveboard. So, it is hard to criticize him. Azief knows that 

he had never been straightforward with his feelings. 

There are things in his heart that he could not just opens up easily like Raymond does. 

There are not many things that they need to talk about. 

If this is the only thing they want to talk about, there is no need for the protection formation and there 

is no need to meet with Raymond face to face. 

But there is a reason why Raymond is here. 

'Is there any more questions?' 

'No, I think I would get the full story when you give your memory' 

Raymond just nodded as he gives something like a USB stick to Azief. 

Chapter 1442 Light And Darkness 

Azief look at the USB stick and he could not help but wonder 

'It is truly amazing the thing that your people come up with' then he asks 

'This is your memory?' 

Raymond nodded. 

'I'm surprised you let Hirate goes into your mind. Most people wouldn't dare let the Mind Monarch 

scour through their minds' 

Raymond smiles bitterly and said 

'We have fought alongside each other for almost a decade. I know, you don't have high opinion of Hirate 

but he is that bad. He is a little ambitious and very cunning but not all of his action is motivated by 

benefit. He does have a heart and there is fire in that heart' 

Azief then said 
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'You could only see the good in people' 

Raymond sighed and then said 

'And you could only see the worse' 

There is silence again between them. 

The moments passed and they could only watch each other, with complicated feelings they hold against 

each other. 

They met each other before. 

And Azief owes Raymond a bit when he helps him during his Heavenly Tribulation in the past. But, the 

world owes Death Monarch a lot. 

And Raymond is a person in the world. 

But the entanglements between them is no so easily defined 

The previous times they met each other, they spoke mostly business. 

And today it is the same. But today, there is a difference. Because they both understand how different 

they are from each other 

Even though Azief had come out of the darkness in his heart, the depression of the past still has a hold 

on him 

He still has a bit of that darkness, and even thought his way of looking at the world is not as bleak as 

before he is not entirely change. 

But there is something that he had realize 

while he understood that there is light in this world, he knew how fragile that light was 

He sees the darkness that lurks, 

And while some are distracted by the light, he understood how dangerous the darkness of the world and 

how easy it is to snuff the light 

And how important it is to protect that light, that fire from going out. 

Raymond on the other hand is very different. He sees the light and intend to spread it. He sees the 

darkness, but he will never acknowledge it 

He sees the good in the world and sometimes because of this tendency he sometime fails to see the 

darkness that lurks beneath the shining blinding light 

But, this does not mean he is wrong. Sometimes, his desire for light is so strong, that even the darkness 

is infected with this light 

Darkness infected by the light is no longer darkness. It is a shade of grey and eventually even this shade 

of grey turns to light 



There is no wrong or right in this matter. 

There is only different way of looking at the world, different paths they take. But, the way they see the 

world affect how they deal with something 

Most people would adapt according to the different situation but these two people are stubborn men. 

Not many words were exchanged, not many personal matters are discussed but from the short 

conversation, the demeanor of them both, they could tell that they are very different from each other. 

Azief sighed and Raymond also sighed. 

And Raymond got up and leave the room. 

All the question they wanted to ask each other was not asked. Maybe, they both feared the answers 

that would come out 

Azief could only sigh. 

And Raymond is the same. 

Azief stays in the room, closing his eyes. 

'It is very complicated' his mind thought of Sofia. 

But, his mouth could never say her name. It should be over…. this story of contradiction between him 

and Sofia. 

Still, he had understood….it will always be there. 

There are people who could easily forget their last love and then they are people like Azief. 

Sofia meant something to him. 

And that is still true. 

It hurts and it is painful. 

But maybe because it is painful, maybe because it is painful that the memory stands even more. 

He shakes his head and said to himself 

'Focus on work' he looks at the USB like thing on the table. 

He waves his hand and all kinds of formation floated out from the palm of his hand. 

These formation is in all kinds of shapes, and there is runes and other symbols and even cuneiform 

writing inside these floating shapes. 

These formations then fill the entire room and then like it latched itself on the floor, the walls and the 

ceiling 

The recording that Raymond gave him is his memory of the fight between him and Kaiju. 

It might have some kind of sensitive information. 



Even though Azief is quite sure nobody would dare to try to spy on him, he always like to be cautious. 

One thing he had learned from his time in all the worlds and other universes, is that nothing is ever 

certain. 

Kaiju alone had shocked him. 

Who knows if there is people that could bypass or hide from his Divine Sense. So, he would rather be 

cautious than regret it later. 

The laying down of formation is very short and simple for Azief. 

even though his formation knowledge is not as deep or profound like Lee Sangmin, he has the help of 

the Eternal Rings 

The rings also grow stronger with him and there is many more formation that is in the rings that has 

revealed itself to him. 

Azief never had the chance to thoroughly study the ring. 

He had been planning to study it in the Seresian world but he was preoccupied with memorizing the 

knowledge of the Orvanians. 

That is not as easy task. Even though he only memorizes and not understanding the concept of the 

technology, it still takes apportion of his mental strength 

'When this is all over…I should seclude myself and made comprehensive check on myself' he mutters to 

himself 

Azief spends a few hours in his study studying the memory and after he is done, he frowned. 

'There is a lot to digest' he thought to himself while sighing. 

The memory recorded the fight between Raymond and Kaiju. He sees the fighting scene from Raymond 

perspective. 

He could also see Sofia. 

'She has improved' he thought to himself 

He could see that her arrows are getting stronger and her aura is more condensed than before. But, her 

realm seems to drop down. 

Not that it is a bad thing 

Azief could speculate that Sofia is reforging her foundation. So, it would be long time before she would 

ever reach Divine Comprehension realm 

But, her foundation would be sturdy and the quality of her skill would increase. So, Azief did not find 

anything wrong with it. 

The memory recording is very useful since it also captures the feeling of that time. Of course this 

method of recording also has its weaknesses. 



But it is enough for Azief. It is enough for him to understand a bit about this new enemy 

Kaiju' he mutters. 

He never took this one seriously. 

Even if Kaiju somehow win against Raymond, Azief would never give him the time of the day. Because in 

the end, he is still a Disk Formation leveler. 

Those who have never stepped on the Divine Comprehension realm does not understand how different 

they are from Disk Formation leveler. 

Even if Raymond uses all of his power, if it's one on one against any Divine Comprehension leveler, he 

would die. 

Azief himself knows that if not for his perfect foundation and the fact that he is aided with the will of the 

world and the other people in the world, there was never any chance of him defeating the Demon King 

when he descended on Earth. 

And that Demon King is in the Essence Creation realm.this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading 
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That is how a Disk Formation looks to him in his eyes 

Like he is an Essence Creation leveler and these people are in Divine Comprehension realm. Unless the 

whole world fight against them, it is truly hard to match a Divine Comprehension realm 

That is how insignificant a Disk Formation leveler in Azief eyes. 

But, now he has to pay attention 

Because Kaiju could now control the ten seas. 

And while Azief did not know much about the ten seas, he knows how mystical it is. 

Even when he is in Divine Comprehension realm even his Divine Sense is affected by the mystical force 

in the Turbulent Sea. 

He sighed 

'Why do these people could not just lay low and stop trying to destroy the world? Couldn't they just take 

a vacation or something?' 

Sometimes even Azief felt a little tired. 

He does not want to be entangled in this kind of stuff. He would rather be increasing his understanding 

of his power and increasing his level. 

Sometimes he missed those days when he is fighting against monsters. There is nothing more boring 

than politics. 

But, he could not just get up and leave, wipes his butt off from this. because this time, the problem of 

the world originated from him 



He is the one that must end this cause and effect. 

He goes to the window and opens it a little bit wider. 

He takes a deep breath, wanting to ease off this frustration in his heart 

This office of his face the sea so he could see the ocean and the beach. Right now, all over the city, 

construction sound could be heard 

On the entrance gate, there are all kinds of surveillance devices being erected. 

Some of it is high tech technology from the world powers, revealing any disguises in an instant. 

There is also Aura Revealer and many of these devices that is embedded in many places. 

This time, they would not let themselves get infiltrated. 

Arthur is running around the entire island setting up formation. Some of it is to protect the island and 

some of it is to protect the city 

Will is once again running all over the world, running some errand for him. His job is to find Kaiju. 

Azief sighed as he looks at the people opening their stalls and began living their life again. 

Even though there is some destruction, because of Azief, Jean and Hikigaya, the damage was minimal 

and no one died. 

There is many that was injured but no one was injured. That alone is a miracle especially when one looks 

at the scale of the explosion. 

Azief took all of this sight in. He rubs his forehead a bit. 

'A trident of an Olympian god. Poseidon trident. Olympus interfering? Do they want to do something to 

Earth? But Zeus….and Olympus does not need Earth. Or is that my assumption?' he mutters to himself. 

Chapter 1443 An Unordinary Island 

Azief knows more than some people. He knows clearly where Olympus is.  And he knows how big it is 

and how magical and mystical it is. 

It is because of that he also knows that Olympus would not attack Earth. He knows that in the Universe 

there is the UIA. The United Intergalactic Alliance. 

And he also knows that they would not attack planet without reason. 

And Earth among many other planets is off-limits because they in the eyes of these beings are still very 

primitive. And life in the Universe should be protected. 

Azief don't know why such rule is set but since it is nothing bad, he would not question it. 

But, now there is a weapon of an Olympian God on Earth? 

What does this mean? 
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If they wanted Earth, no matter how powerful Azief is right now, he is quite sure he could not fight 

against the three Elder Gods of Olympus. 

Hades, Zeus and Poseidon probably at level beyond Essence Creation realm. 

If they wanted Earth, they simply just need to come down and no one could beat themthis content of 
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He pace around his office walking slowly while his mind is hard at work. He decided to think about those 

Olympian God later. For now, his mind focused on Kaiju. 

He had seen Kaiju ability. And it is truly something remarkable. Kaiju itself is a giant of a creature. 

His physical prowess truly set him apart former everyone else in the world. Azief is quite sure that if he 

is on the same level as Kaiju, if they compared their physical bodies, it might be that Kaiju body is not 

lacking. 

But Azief could tell why Kaiju have such a powerful body. 

He is of a dragon race. 

By now, everyone probably has their own conclusion of who Kaiju is and where he came from 

Azief could tell that Kaiju must have come during the Multiversal Convergence. 

Is he stuck here or does he just does not want to go back to his world? All of these question is not 

important at all. 

What is important that he is here. Kaiju is brash, reckless and hard headed. 

That is the thing he saw from the recording. 

He is easily affected by emotions but even with all of these weakness, Kaiju is not defeated. 

Even when Raymond, Sofia and Void joined hands together, he could still get up and defeat Raymond. 

This alone shows that his endurance is off the charts. Even though he is Disk Formation levelers, he has a 

bit of that aura of Divine Comprehension leveler. 

'But, in the end you are not Divine Comprehension leveler' he mutters. 

If Azief knows that there is such a figure in the world, he would have find a way to restrain such person 

before things get to this point. 

But now, he has the trident. 

If Kaiju doesn't have that trident, Azief would find it very easy to defeat Kaiju. 

No matter how strong he is, how many pressure he could endure, how much endurance he has, all of 

that is meaningless in front of someone who could control the Laws of the Universe. 

Azief could change the gravity around him, uses Heavenly Coercion, smite him down with thunders 

made of the most destructive elements in the Universe and many more. 



This is why only Divine Comprehension leveler could fight against another Divine Comprehension 

leveler. 

Because the thing they could do is already godlike by this point. 

But the power of the Ten Seas….is very mystical. 

There is no need to mention other Seas, this Turbulent Sea alone is capable to even mess up a Divine 

Comprehension Leveler Divine Sense. 

Azief Divine Sense could cover the entire world…...before the Multiversal Convergence. 

After the Multiversal Convergence, even when he is now in Divine Comprehension level, his Divine 

Sense could not penetrate all the areas in the world. There is the fact that the world had become bigger. 

But that is not the only reason. The Ten Seas is like barrier. Each of the seas has its own properties. 

Places like the Turbulent Sea seems to have the properties of Space and Time. 

Azief is not the only one finding it hard to mobilize his Divine Sense here. There are many places in the 

Turbulent Sea that is not mapped because of this interference. 

An island that could be in one coordinate today might have moved its location a day later. 

Sometimes things appear and disappears all over the sea without rhyme and reason 

Rift to another space or a closed off dimension sometime would suddenly open up in this sea and suck 

you in. 

This particular sea has to be traversed by someone that is able to dispel these dangers. 

'The power of the Ten Seas could easily rival that of the Divine Comprehension leveler' he thought. 

This is only his speculation and it could not be substantiated until they truly clashed with each other 

And he had the feeling if the mystical properties of the Ten Seas could be manipulated, its power might 

even overwhelm a Divine Comprehension leveler. 

And there is a possibility that it could even overwhelm an Essence Creation realm 

To have such weapon on the side of the world power will give the world power more confidence to fight 

against other invaders. 

A plan B. 

With such a weapon, Azief should be panicked. But he is not in a state of panic or worries. Instead, he 

seems to be calm, too calm for anyone to understand 

If what he thought is true, the Pirates and the Crime Alliance had got a weapon that could bring great 

damage to the world 

Azief is calm because he knows something some people are too worried and too anxious to discover. 



'It is not that easy to hold something that has been touched by a god. And it is even harder to control 

such weapon. I don't know why Poseidon threw his trident here, on Earth. But, if there is a reason….'he 

smiles and mutters 

'Kaiju is not the reason' 

Azief could tell that just because you wield the trident, did not mean you could wield all of its power. 

It would take time to be able to draw out the power of the trident. In the USB recording, there is not 

only memories of what happened during the fight 

There is also other information that Raymond had summed up for him. 

When he wielded the trident, he knew that the trident is still owned by someone. It is not like the other 

divine Artifact which has no divine seal on it. 

It is hard to explain it. It is like holding something and instantly knowing that there is someone else 

owning this thing. Like a heat one would feel sitting on a seat that belongs to someone else who got up 

and goes to another for a few second. 

That is the feeling he get. 

This one is still owned. 

And if this is the real trident of Poseidon, then the owner is none other than Poseidon himself. 

This signifies many things. One of which is that the eyes of the Universe is now on them and some of 

them is beginning to interfere. 

Began making physical move. Azief did not like that Earth is attracting attention. 

But, at least before, he only feels that earth is being watched. 

But this time, they directly make a move 

'That weapon...what is Poseidon intention?' he seems to ask himself. He sighed and then simply outline 

what he needs to do. 

'Before, Kaiju could truly control that trident, the trident must be regained back by the world powers' 

There is many plots and schemes here and even though Azief himself is not strong to scheme and plots 

as he grows stronger, he also knows some important truth. 

All of these schemes and plots does not matter if you cut it before eat could even materialize. 

He already identifies the core parts of any shames and plots that could be levied upon him and upon the 

world power. 

For any of the schemes and plots of the hostile forces toward the world power to succeed, they first 

must have sufficient strength to contend with the world powers. 

As long as they did not have that, whatever schemes and plots they cooked up is nothing but a plan built 

on top of pillars of salt and sand. 



Azief himself did not like all the world powers but for now, his priority is to stabilize the world. 

'Then the way forward is clear, Find Kaiju, snatch back the trident and raise another Divine 

Comprehension leveler!' 

Azief and Raymond has the same thought. They did not say it but their thoughts coincide. They might be 

different from each other, but they are also very similar with each other 

The difference between them has always been the reason for doing certain things 

Raymond could break through the Divine Comprehension realm with that trident. 

He already made that very clear 

That the moment he wields that trident, it felt like an avenue of great truth opens up to him, a hoy song 

echoes in his ears and the path forward seems as bright as the sun 

It seems to be a piece of the puzzle is missing. of course even without the trident, he could still break 

through. But with that trident, Raymond could break though in a more stable and even more beneficial 

way. 

Like Azief had to accumulate more energy and the taxing requirement for his perfect path, that is how it 

is with Raymond and that trident 

He uses Terra Force and this is the source of his power. He could shake the world just by stomping his 

foot, bring about earthquakes and tsunamis and he could move the earth like he is playing with a toy. 

But rarely people saw this power of Raymond manifested because the effect of doing such thing would 

be the death of tens of thousands of people if not millions and the damage that one could do to the 

world would be catastrophic. 

And there was never any enemy that could force his hand to do such destructive power since he broke 

through to Disk Formation. 

However, fighting Kaiju, has forced him to use all of his strength. 

Unfortunately for him, the island that he is fighting on is not normal ground. Raymond did not seem to 

notice it. 

Of all the people that goes to the island, if there is people who notice that island true face, it would be 

only Erika and Loki. 

That island is not a normal island. 

Well, you could say that to almost any island in the Turbulent Sea but Azief could feel divine energy 

keeping that island together. 

If not Raymond could move that island however and wherever he wanted. 

In the battle, Raymond might have attributed the island weird aura to the Turbulent Sea weird 

properties but Azief could see it. 

This island is a tribulation area. 



The sharp swirling winds, the barrier, the almost indestructible nature of the island and so much more 

pointed to that island being a trial area. 

It is borne out of Poseidon magic. 

If not that island would not have survived that battle. 

Chapter 1444 A Week In Perspective 

Such power should have turned that island into smithereens 

Even before Azief become a Divine Comprehension leveler, if he wanted to destroy an island, he just 

need to punch it and the force of that punch would flatten every trees and shock every living being 

before splitting the island into two.this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please 
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Normal island is like that. 

Even a sturdier island would have been destroyed the way those three people been fighting. 

With Raymond hurling everything he could toward Kaiju and Kaiju summoning rain water that sis as 

sharp as sword and lighting like a divine arrow form the sky, that island should either been split into 

fragment or charred into ashes. 

There is no need to mention Sofia who was also shooting arrows of all shapes and sizes and with all 

kinds of magic embedded into it, that the fact that the island maintained its shape until the end of the 

battle is nothing short of a miracle 

The island is magical. 

And the trident is even more so 

'Raymond' he mutters while sighing. 

If he could only hold out for a little while, if he instead of stubbornly wanting to end Kaiju life and run 

from that island…. then the trident would be his right now. 

He sighed again 

'But, then that would not be Raymond' Personality affects fate. He feels it clearly this time. He had 

learned a lot when he saw the life of Aero and Arial the last time he is with the Creator. 

And he could see that fate and destiny is truly hard to change. And sometimes, it is truly inevitable 

And because of that personality, Raymond loses and Kaiju wins, the difference between winning and 

losing separated by a thin vague line 

Raymond is lacking that last step but that last step could be supplemented with other method, 

medicines or pills. 

But the trident is the most perfect complement. In it, there is a force that similar but different. Wielding 

it, Raymond noted that he could feel that he is one with the earth and everything beneath. 
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He could feel the waves of the ocean, the movement of dust in the seabed, hearing the song of the seas, 

the feeling of the flowing water, the ebbs and flow in every flaps of every fish gills, in the swaying of 

every weed, feeling each reef rises and broken. 

Everything that floats, everything that sinks, everything that moves or lives under the water, whose feet 

touch the ground, he could feel it all 

It is like he is this vast existence that shrouded everything. 

When he digests this information, Azief could not help but feel that the feeling Raymond is feeling is 

very similar to Azief when he is merging with the Heaven and Earth 

Azief do not mind helping Raymond breaking through to Divine Comprehension level. 

If he simply wanted to remain the only powerful person in the world, Azief could right now suppresses 

all the powerhouse and enslaved humanity. 

He believes that he could fall to such depravity and that plays in part where sometimes he doesn't 

restrain some of the world power. 

No one understands this but him. 

In the past, he hated the evil powerful people in the world. 

he hated that he was weak and unable to stop the greediness and evil that these men and women of 

great power and influence perpetrated in the world 

And now, he is one of the powerful men in the world. 

The most powerful of them all. 

But, one thing he is not...is evil. While he did not act like a hero, he does not kill people and torture 

people wily nily. 

But, he also knows one truth. He had experience many lives and he had experience many tribulations. 

And so, he found there is truth in those words 

That power corrupts. 

And absolute power corrupts absolutely. 

Because of that he sometimes fears that the power would get into his head 

And one day he would become the very existence he hated in the past. 

But, no one could restrain him in this world if he really wanted to be evil. 

So, sometime, he deliberately let other world powers to catch up to him. 

And when he saw the vision of himself being the big bad, that strengthen his conviction. 

Humanity deserve a fighting chance. 

A fighting chance against him 



No one would understand this because no one would raise an enemy that could kill them. This is his own 

personal conviction. 

He would rather die than becoming the very thing he hated. 

So, he strengthened Hikigaya, helped Jean and now he is helping Raymond. 

With this, there would be some balance and humanity could, in theory, restrain him. 

Azief speculated that if he went mad right now the six great powers need to unite with each other to 

defeat him. 

As long as the six great powers united with each other, Azief is quite sure that he could be restrained or 

be repelled away. 

Enough to restrain him, but not quite enough to kill him. he might give them the tools and power to 

restrain him, but he surely would not give them weapons that could truly kill him. 

He is generous, but he is not that generous. 

And if they want to really fight him and win against him, it should be him giving them everything. 

If they want to be strong, they need to seek that strength by themselves. 

He then shakes his head 

'I only have to wait for Will to report now' 

>> 

The day after the great event, everyone was acting in low profile. The Pirate Lords in the Ten Seas also 

acted in a low profile manner very different from their usual action. 

Some people inquired and found out that the Pirate Lord Mary and Pirate Lord Kaiju is assembling the 

Pirate Lords 

The invitation is sent and the location would only be known to the Pirate Lords 

The Crime Alliance was also invited. When this news broke out, those who got the news all could tell 

that something big is about to happen. 

The Ten Seas for a moment become peaceful. 

people also notices that there is a flashes of colors zipping across the world and everyone could tell that 

this must be Will the Speedster. 

A news comes out from Arturia, the seven great power is ready to implement the Ten Realm Plan. 

News after news come out from all sources. 

It seems the peace that has just been upheld six months ago is about to break 

>> 

A week had passed since the matter settled. 



Azief is still in Arturia but all the others have retreated back. Hirate and Raymond is now back in the 

Island of Peace. 

Lee Sangmin is back to preside the matter of the Lotus Order and to prepare for the Ten Realm Project 

Jean brought back Katarina to the Republic. As for the position of the High Chancellor the matter is still 

full of uncertainty. 

Boris ban is lifted and he could return to the Senate but his position is vacant. The Right Chancellor to 

the Republic of Earth is vacant and this surely would lead to a power contest in the Senate 

The other representative of the other four world powers had also returned to their respective forces. 

Now, in Arturia, there is only Azief and Will. There is of course Arthur but he governs the day to day 

administration of Arturia. 

While the whole world is trembling and plotting and scheming what is Death Monarch doing in Arturia? 

Surprising, what no one expected is that Azief is now resting in his room. 

He is now inside his room, meditating, sitting cross legged, his body floating in the air. 

He has been meditating since morning. Around him a blue aura swirls around him and golden light 

seems to emanate from his entire body 

It is like the images of holy men being blessed by Heaven. But even in his meditation state, he manages 

to restrain his aura to seeps out from his room. If not, it might create heavenly phenomenon. 

And even though people would not be surprised, it would surely shock some people if the clouds turns 

golden and the sky cracks or his aura suppresses all living beings in the entire city. 

Azief had reached a point of power where he could control his aura even unconsciously like a muscle 

memory embedded into his very own being 

And then he opens his eyes. the blue aura and the golden light dispersed in an instant. 

Then he slowly floated down and he stands up, his feet touching the ground. He took a deep breath and 

then release his breath 

He releases the turbid air from his body and he feel a little bit relieved, feeling that is mind is refreshed, 

his body full of energy. 

He then went to the window and opens it, enjoying the summer breeze. 

Arthur built him a villa, near a seaside hill. 

Azief told him he did not like hearing the construction noises so, Arthur built him seaside villa. 

The villa itself is not your generic villa. 

It combines the design of the past with modern touch. 

There is also magic embed in every tile and on the walls and on the ceiling, making it to be able to 

become a fortress if anyone dares attack the villa. 



A week had passed since the meeting of the world powers. The explosion in Arturia shocked the world. 

Because from that explosion, the world now knew that a new weapon had been invented. 

The world power could see that this is like another precursor to another chaotic times. 

The black market is probably in full swing right now with people asking about this weapon. And of 

course the other world power probably also wanted a piece of this weapon. 

>> 

Chapter 1445 Making A Move 

The emergence of the new weapon is not the only thing that has shaken the world and its stability 

there is also the news of the trident that has been circulating all over the world. 

In some places where it is hard to go into, the news of the matter did not yet reach such people. 

But, right now, most of the people in the world knows what happened. And the abilities that the trident 

could command had also been known by the people of the world. 

And even after a week later, the conversation did not die down instead it is even more intense 

Everyone is waiting. 

Waiting for the world power to make a move. However, a week had passed and it almost seems like 

nothing had happened. 

There is no move at all and the whole seven great power is silent. 

But the quieter it is, the more everyone could see that this is just the calm before the storm. Because 

the world powers would not just sit back and do nothing when they were practically being slapped on 

the face like this. 

The bombing of the Dome of Arturia is a serious insult to the world powers. 

It might not kill anyone but the fact that they were in such situation in the first place is unacceptable. 

The only reason they do nothing for now is simply because the move is not yet made. And they were 

right. This time, they would plan meticulously before making a move. 

Because right now Kaiju have the trident and the power of the Ten Seas must not be underestimated. 

With that trident, if Kaiju wanted to he could create a super tsunami that could drown he world if he 

wanted to. 

So, it is not easy to provoke such person so a battle plan should be ready before they face against such a 

person. 

But this does not mean that the world power itself does not have any trump cards. If they didn't Kaiju 

would already declare his win and began to dominate the world. 
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That is precisely because the moment that Kaiju did such a thing, those powerful people would no 

longer have any scruples in their heart. 

It is like if you detonate a nuclear bomb then all bets are off. Especially if the other side also have a 

nuclear bomb. 

Just because you drowned the world does not mean everyone will die. 

The heroes of these world powers, having nothing else to protect would only have one objective 

And that is revenge. And once Kaiju uses such method then the world powers will also bring out their big 

guns. 

The world powers in the eyes since the Fall and after the Weronian Occupation is very different. 

After the Weronian war, their mindset changes and they were more united and great development 

occurs in their research on weapons and dangerous stuff that if released could bring about the 

destruction of planets 

They develop all kinds of weapons and these weapons are not publicized because some of them is every 

dangerous and world ending weapon. 

And Kaiju, no matter how powerful the trident is, he is not yet the master of that trident. Even he would 

not provoke the heroes in the world 

And he is an outsider. People around him must also be vigilant against him using that trident to destroy 

the world 

'Kaiju has truly become a headache' Azief said to himself as he watches the seagull's flies near his villa 

But, the world powers are not the only one that is not making a move. The Pirate Lords had met each 

other and for some reason they did not do anything either. 

At least, not a move that one could see. If they are doing something, they're doing very secretly. 

Azief did not believe that these pirates would not do anything. Now, the power of the sea is in their 

hands. So, they surely are doing something. 

But the things are, Kaiju is not someone that is easy to negotiate with. 

He might have promised something, but now he has all the initiatives, there is no need to care so much 

about promises. 

After all they are pirates. What is the need to care so much about promise?this content of 
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'This is the first time I need a battle plan when I am on Earth' 

Azief thought to himself as he goes to the kitchen. 

He decided to make some omelet and fried rice. Even though he is not really hungry, for some reason he 

is craving for some food. 



And it has been quite some time since he eats rice. 

He opens the cupboard and all the ingredient is there. He stocks up before he takes residence here. 

For some reason, he did not want to go back to Pandemonium for the moment. 

Whether he is in Pandemonium or not doesn't matter anymore. 

Because his name is what deters people. 

Whether he is in Pandemonium or not is irrelevant. Of course, what he thinks and what other people 

thinks is different. 

Azief treated it like this is his vacation. 

Yes, there is a potential world ending weapon on the hands of the pirates, and yes, there is always the 

threat from beyond the stars and also that he is destined to somehow destroy the world…but…. he 

decided to follow Katarina advice 

There is always a potentially world ending weapon, a threat from the stars and many other magical 

events that threaten to destroy life every day in Azief life. 

Since, it would not decrease in frequency, sometimes, he should take a break. 

And what he found surprising was that as he takes things a little bit casually, not thinking of it too 

seriously, his energy seems to respond to that thinking. 

His aura seems to be more carefree and each move he makes seems to contain the trace of laws of the 

world, the heavenly power that he possess also seem more carefree 

The thought affects the moves and when the thought and moves work in harmony, a new brand synergy 

effect appeared. 

That is the best way for Azief to describe what is happening to him. 

Azief cook fried rice with eggs. 

He eats it slowly looking outside his window, looking at the open sea. 

He takes it slow and then after a while he finished eating. 

He waves his hand and all the plates clean itself up and then flew to the cupboard and the cabinet, 

arranging itself. 

He smiles as he looks outside 

'Just at the right moment' he could see a flashing light approaching his villa. 

Azief waves his hand and the protection around the villa is dispelled and the mist and clouds that cover 

the villa dispersed. 

The flash of lightning enters the villa and then Azief waves his hand again and the protection and the 

mist and clouds all gathered again around the villa 



Azief stood up from his chair. In front of him is Will and his entire body clad with slithering arcs of 

electricity and swirling around his body is wind-like gust that did not spread out. 

'You're coming here means you finished the job?' 

Will shakes his head. 

'I could not find Kaiju. But I find the others' Azief smiles 

'One out of two. That is good enough. After all, this time I think we need to scheme a bit. To avoid the 

worse possible outcome.' 

Will smiles and said 

'We both know you wanted to solve this matter as fast as possible. I also like things to be swiftly 

resolved' 

Will brought out a parchment. This parchment has symbols on the top right and the bottom left. Azief 

smiles. Then he stretches his shoulders' 

Will then ask 

'You're going to do it today?' 

'It has been a week. The world has been waiting for me to make a move' he paused for a second before 

saying 

'I don't want to disappoint them. They wanted to see what I will do. I intend to show them' he said with 

a smile. Azief then look at Will and said 

'This villa is pretty large. You could sleep in the guest room. You've worked hard. You should rest a bit. 

Next, it is my turn' 

'You don't need me to coordinate with the other world leaders?' 

Azief smiles and said 

'You want to take Sasha job? She would be mad at you if she knew' 

'Ah' Will said nodding. 

'Fine. I'll take your offer' And he disappears from Azief sight, flashing through the entire villa in a fraction 

of a second before appearing back in the kitchen, ingredients laid out on the table. 

'I'm making breakfast. I think by the time I finished eating, you would have done doing that' Azief smiles 

and then he went out of the villa. 

The moment he went out a golden light shot up into the sky, illuminating the Heaven and Earth. 

Azief body is emanating holy golden light, and the clouds above him all dispersed replaced by golden 

clouds. 

The sky of Arturia is dyed golden. And everyone in Arturia could see it. 



Arthur who is at the northernmost part of Arturia look up at the sky and he frowned. 

'Death Monarch has made a move' At the same time, some people who were stationed here could also 

see the golden sky and like Arthur, they too have the same thought 

Death Monarch is making his move. 

But what is he doing? 

Chapter 1446 A Formation In The Middle Of The Sea 

Golden skies, golden clouds, powerful energy pierces the heaven and Earth, the sound of cracking sky, 

the entire sea rages and the Earth trembles. 

Arturia was the first that felt all of this. 

They see the golden skies and golden clouds and under their feet they could feel the trembling of the 

Earth 

Then a shocking sight enter the eyes of everyone 

There is a two thousand feet figure of Death Monarch that suddenly appear, a sight that everyone could 

see 

Around him golden clouds appear, each clouds exuding immeasurable holy light. The sea that was 

disturbed and was about to rise and created large tsunami was instead morphed into mist that swirls 

around every golden clouds. 

The eyes of Death Monarch were closed. But then it opened and the moment it is open is like the sun 

and the moon 

Powerful pressure erupted form him that coerce the heaven and Earth. Then he began moving. 

DONG! 

DONG! 

DONG! 

Each move created large waves but each waves morphed into the swirling mist that began to swirls 

around the two thousand feet figure of Death Monarch 

HE walked further and further, each wave shakes the seabed, the sea monsters below all swims far 

away. 

Some people fly to the sky trying to follow but each time Death Monarch move forward, it is not only 

the weaves that is affected. 

The wind and space and time around him is also affected. 

The Turbulent Seas is already a region of time and space instability and now to follow someone who stirs 

up even more instability, some people could not even come close to Death Monarch figure. 

So, they fly in the air maintaining a distance. 
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Even though they could not come close to Death Monarch, they wanted to see what Death Monarch is 

doing 

Some people are the spies of other forces. 

Some are the representative of the world powers left in the island to facilitate contact with Death 

Monarch 

This time Death Monarch acted but no one knew what he is doing. 

He did not inform anyone. But everyone knows that the moment Death Monarch makes his move its 

must be something that is world altering. 

Death Monarch figure could no longer be seen from the island. But the golden colors in the sky could 

still be seen and that aura still linger 

But if you go to the edge of the island, going to the southernmost point of the island, there is Death 

Monarch titanic figure in the middle of the ocean. 

And then he stopped. 

The people flying like flies behind him also stopped. 

Azief look at the area in front of him. 

Around him energy is swirling, clouds are gathering, holy air seems to come out each time he takes a 

breath 

His eyes are as piercing as a sword, his aura shot to the sky and spread all over the entire Turbulent Sea. 

He looks to his right. 

Then he looks to his left and then he smiles 

The perfect area. 

Then he raises his hand to the sky. 

His hand turns golden with bluish aura swirling around it. A hundred lights flew out from the center of 

his palm 

'What kind of light is this?' Some flew following the light 

Azief close his eyes and then he closes his palm. 

Light flew out from his body like a string of golden rope that shoots to every corner. 

Then he slowly flew upwards. 

As he flew upwards, the time and space around him become even more distorted, the pressure forces 

the people who were following him in the safe distance before to retreat further back 

With a titanic height like that, his figure created a large shadow that envelops half of that island. 

Then he put his hand together like he is praying. At the same time, the entire Turbulent Sea is shaking. 



Some people in the island could not understand what is happening as they could feel the island that 

they are in is shaking. 

The waves are wildly thrashing about all over the sea. 

The space and time around the entire Turbulent Sea appears to become more unstable. 

In the far distance from Arturia, there is a ship in the edge of the Turbulent Sea. 

What he saw is something that no other people close to Arturia could imagine. 

The Turbulent Sea has many uninhabited islands. 

These island are all over the sea and many of them are empty. 

Those which are not empty is usually filled with monsters or dangerous plants that could eat and kill 

you. 

This man saw a light falls down into the island and then these island is suddenly moving 

The Turbulent Sea is large and wide. 

And it is not filled with people. 

There are too many places one could inhabit in this new world 

The population of Earth might have swelled after the sudden influx of people from Otherworlds stuck on 

it but even then it is estimated only seven billion people on Earth. 

Of course, these are just conservative estimation since most of these people usually hide their presences 

before and nobody have the time to truly take the time to made a census of people living on Earth 

Out of that seven billion people, only two or three billion people are the native people of Earth. 

And in a world as vast as Earth right now, most of people does not take Turbulent Sea area as a place 

where they would gather or put their roots down. 

This is a sea full of pirates and unless you are confident that you would not be swept by the turbulent 

time and space all over the Turbulent Sea, you would not sail across the world to come here 

This place mostly attracts pirates. 

Out of those two or three billion people, half of them settled in the territory of the Seven great powers 

while other goes to the sea or hide in some other places. 

That is even more prevalent after the world expanded and the people who wanted safety went to the 

world power for the stability it provides. 

So there are only few people that is around the many island in the Turbulent Sea could see this 

miraculous sight of island moving. 

However could not see it in a bird eyes view. If they could see it, they could tell that this island at first is 

moving like something is pulling them. 



But slowly it rose to the sky, and the island was not split apart like it was held on by some invincible 

force. 

Seeing it from below the sky, the sight is both beautiful and terrifying. 

Hundreds and thousands of island, small and large flew up into the air, the waves trashes wildly and the 

clouds churns, the space cracked and everything in between is trembling. 

And these islands is flying into one direction, all of it is gathering toward Death Monarch. 

Those around Arturia slowly saw that there is a large mass of land is flying in the sky. 

The first that saw it is the people flying in the air. 

'What the hell!' they could not help but exclaim in shock. 

There is hundreds of island that is floating in the sky. To them it looks like a block if land that is floating 

in the sky and heading towards them 

When they try to calculate it, they could not help but see there is thousands of islands from small to 

large. 

What is Death Monarch doing? This is the question in everyone mind 

Azief is closing his eyes right now and in his mind, he could see all of these island. 

'All of it has gathered. Everything is set in place' he thought to himself 

Now, he had all of his power. It has been a week. By now, all of his abilities is already back. And his 

energy is at top form. 

It is not like when he first arrived on Earth. 

His Divine Sense is so powerful that even those who were in the sky truing to see what he is doing is 

affected and could not help but feel dizzy. 

Some who tries to bounce back Azief Divine Sense was pushed down by the backlash toward their minds 

and soul. 

As for Azief, even though Turbulent Sea does affect his Divine Sense, he is after all a Divine 

Comprehension leveler and so as long as he left his trace in any of the island he could still use it as a 

medium. 

He thought of it like an internet network. 

In his mind right now, is the sight of thousands of islands. 

His hand is still raised toward the sky, his holy aura did not dissipate, the heavenly power is mobilized 

and with that his auras rises again. 

He then slowly moves his hand down and as he make this gestures all of these islands in the sky slowly 

falls down. 

The people of Arturia look at the sky. 



They see the sun but they did not feel any sunlight. 

These thousands of islands are blotting out the sun. 

It is like the entire island is about to be crushed by an island 

But this is actually a misperception. 

Because the island is high in the sky, it appears like the island is closer to the Arturia than it should be. A 

few hundred island falls into the sea, gently. 

Even though it seems like it had fallen in such a speed when it does touch the sea water suddenly like a 

force that feed backs towards it the descend suddenly become gentle. 

the waves rise but was restrained by Azief aura, those spilled water that was about to rise high was 

turned into gas, creating large mist all over the entire island surrounding the four corners of Arturia. 

Arthur on the other hand could see through the fog and the gas. His eyes shine golden, heavenly aura 

erupted out of him. 

Even though Death Monarch did not say anything to him, he knows that he should be the one protecting 

this island and not Death Monarch. 

His eyes could see that the spilled waves are about to hit the shores of the island. 

Even though Azief had dissipated the mega tsunami that was about to form, there is till spilled waves. 

Unlike a tsunami, these waves are rushing forward 

The island that Azief had brought is on a place where there is no island before. It is only a few island; the 

effect might not be this disastrous. 

But there are thousands of such island. 

It is like throwing a block of stone into an already filled bathtub. 

At least in a bathtub the water would spill to the side and falls to the ground. 

This is however the sea. 

And since Death Monarch restrain the waves from going forward and creating a flooding situation all 

over the world the waves is rushing toward the shore of Arturia. 

Arthur holds his sword and his body erupted with power, the heavenly will descended upon his sword 

Administrating the world according to the heavenly Will! 

The clouds and sky opens up above Arthur head, rhythmic song could be heard all over the world. 

However, no one could understand this song, only the rhythm is pleasant, like the wind of summer 

blowing past, like the last cold of winter, like the beauty of autumn. 

The sound of the sea, the sound of the wind, the traces of life and the beauty of death. 



Those who heard the song could feel such felling in their heart, but having no words to explain what 

kind of feeling this is. 

Arthur rises toward the sky, below his feet is golden motes of light, illuminating the world below him. 

Holy and sacred, powerful and domineering. 

The guards around Arthur was shocked but they did not follow Arthur to the sky 

Because they could feel the pressure pushing them down. Arthur himself is only a Disk Formation leveler 

but as the sword bestow him power of the Heaven, his realm right now is around Divine Comprehension 

leveler. 

As such the powerful force around him depressed the Earth but embraces the sky. 

In the sky, he could see that all four corners of the island continent are about to be overwhelmed by 

rushing waves. 

This rushing waves is gaining sped and now it just breaks the speed of sound and the speed is not 

decreasing. 

Instead, being pushed by the waves behind it, the waves that is coming to the city become even faster. 

If this wave was allowed to hit the shores, it would flood the island continent in all direction. 

The city of Arturia is on the southern part of the island continent. 

But that does not mean that it would not be hit. Instead, looking at the current situation, it would be hit 

first before the other three waves would then finish the job 

For others it is hard to see through the mist of gas but Arthur could see it clearly. 
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He raises his sword and thunder and lightning screams above him. 

A powerful force descends from the void of space and fell down on him. 

His aura rises again and it almost seems like he could control all the forces of Heaven and Earth 

'Break and split! This is the decree of Humanity!' Heaven had to give the power of the world and so 

Arthur cut down 

A resplendence golden slash blinded the whole sea. This slash created  waves of golden light that spread 

from the city to the four corners of the Turbulent Sea 

When the golden light slowly fades, there is no longer any waves around the sea. 

Arthur look at the surrounding and all he could see is clear skies for miles. The mist was also repelled 

and there is still the titanic avatar of Death Monarch in the distance 

Azief only took a glance at Arthur in the distance and then he continues focusing on his work. He already 

left the waves for Arthur to deal with because he had to focus his mind on his current work 



Azief is lining up the island. One hundred island circles Arturia, with a distance of hundreds of feet 

between each other 

Then two thousand feet forward another hundred island falls down and created a circle. 

Two thousand feet forward of that circle is another batch of island. It falls again, creating another circle 

around the second circle. 

A concentric design with the island city Arturia in the center. It continues in succession, each waves that 

exploded each time was restrain by the layers of the circle. 

One by one, a layout is slowly being completed. 

Four, five, six layers 

Looking at it from above, it is like concentric design with each barriers of island looking more and more 

like a formation. 

Some people would realize it later 

Azief look at his masterpiece and he smiles. All of this, all to create a formation 

Chapter 1447 Three Skies In Heaven 

There is no longer any island in the sky. 

But if anyone sails out from Arturia right now and geos to the open seas, they would see there is island 

all over the island continent, encircling the continent like a concentric wall 

All of these island is arranged in a uniform manner and there is some kind of mysteries around this 

shape. 

The heaven and earth seems to supply it with energy, the circle seems uniform from one side but seeing 

it from another side, it shows a different face, each angle seems to change the way you see the 

composition of these islands. 

Drawing the energy from heaven and earth, like an energy absorbing formation, the island seems to 

become more mystical as second passes. 

Azief had put down his hand. 

Those who were looking at this could not help but be astonished 

'Is it a formation?' 

Some people thought and they nodded because they truly believe that this is a formation. Five layers of 

circle around the island city. 

This is a formation! 

But Azief was not done. 

'This is just the beginning' he thought to himself. 
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Right now, he is shining golden and he was like the sun so people could not even see his face. All they 

could see was the bright light like he is standing if front of the sun 

But if one could see his face right now, it is full of smiles. It is satisfaction. The kind of satisfaction that 

come after doing things arrowing to your heart 

Then he rose to the sky. 

With such titanic body, rising to the sky blot out the sun and his shadows covers the entire city. 

Standing above the city those who look at his titanic figure floating in the sky could not help but think 

that if he descends down on the city right now, half the city would be demolished in an instant and the 

entire continent would have lost the entire southern part of the continent 

Azief then opens his palm and the sea trembles again. 

The act of opening the palm is like opening the world from the void, it stirs the heavenly, worldly, and 

cosmic energy all at the same time. 

Pouring out from heaven and earth, the sky beyond the sky, and the cosmic void, the sea, the land, the 

skies all is affected. 

The lights that embedded install toward the islands all flew back towards him.this content of 
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From the bottom of the sea iron particles gathered together, coagulate and morphed and then this iron 

particle flew to the side of the island. 

It gathers, combine, mixed with each other and then in a matter of minutes, a shocking sight appears. 

A concentric design with hundreds of island and between these islands are tall iron walls. 

There are large holes on the bottom of these wall to facilitate the sea water flow 

But from the outside, they would see five layers of island formation encircling the island city. 

And at the same time, the iron particles forms encircling wall all around the island city 

BBOOOOM! 

The sound signifies the completion, shockwave after shockwave blasted under the sea, the entire 

seabed was disturbed. 

What a magnificent sight! That is what anyone would thought if they could see Arturia from the sky. 

If one looks above the sky, going to space and look down, you could see a concentric circle with the 

island in the middle 

A formation. 

It is composed of thick and high steel walls that emerge from under the sea, surrounding and trapping 

anyone who is inside the said area 



There are runes all over the steel walls and these runes was clear at first before dimming and completed 

merged with the wall.  There is iron cannons installed in the windows and gat at the top. 

In just a few minutes, Arturia which is an open island suddenly become a fortress in the sea 

But why does Death Monarch create this fortress? 

Why is there a need for fortress? 

Death Monarch finished doing this look at the finished creation. 

Nobody could comprehend the scale of creation that Azief had done. It would take them time to see the 

view that he is seeing now. 

He then crossed his legs in the sky and as he crossed his leg under his legs, light formed a platform. 

This platform is filled with flowers and there are hundreds of images that appears in the sky 

The sky and the Earth changed color and the entire sky is golden in colors, purple aura and blue aura 

mixed with each other both filling the sky, the rules and the laws of the world is affected. 

The space above Earth is affected, the stars tremble a figure enshrouded in these three colors could be 

seen all over the world 

The clouds churns, the sky all over the world opens up, the night give way to golden colors like it was 

day 

Aurora like colors could be seen streaming all over the world like some kind of a river that flows 

endlessly in the sky, the sight is magical and enchanting 

His image appeared all over the sky like he is everywhere. 

This images are not real. It is not his clone. It is like the Heaven is reflecting Death Monarch image from 

above the sky 

And his image could be seen wherever you are in the world like a mirage. 

And now, another two people in the world began to become stimulated 

Before, when Azief move the islands, created the formation bring rise to walls of steels all over the 

island, creating a fortress around the sea, the other two Divine Comprehension realm did not open their 

eyes. 

They did not think much of it. 

Because they were not alerted to it. Even when they do feel something, when they calculate the source 

of the disturbance, it is in Arturia. And Arturia is Death Monarch territory. 

So there is no need for them to meddle in his business 

However, now the Heavenly Way was disturbed, the laws of the world in disarray, an image of him 

reflected all over the world, like the Heaven was the mirror 

Powerful Heavenly Coercion pressure the world. Death Monarch had the power of the Heavenly Will. 



This is him using Heavenly Will that he possessed. 

But out of one third, one belongs to Death Monarch, one belongs to the Will of the World and the last 

one belong to the Heavenly Will 

And the Heavenly Will has always been in conflict with Death Monarch. Today, Heavenly Will is unlike 

the Heavenly Will before 

It is not only powerful but its ability has also increased, the intelligence it had is no longer like a small 

child. 

But what is the reason for Death Monarch to suddenly appear in such a big way, turning the world 

upside down 

So, the other two had to make a move. 

In Europe, Jean fly up to the sky, as he rises to the sky, his body exploded into a burst of brilliance, 

shining like the stars, around him time was under his control, to accelerate or to slow down all of it in his 

thoughts. 

The power of time flowing all over his body, incomparably complicated, unpredictable, and extremely 

astonishing. 

Then that small six feet figure suddenly enlarged itself, time seems to stand still all over Europe. 

And another two thousand feet titan could be seen in the sky, his aura is billowing and its power protect 

the people of the entire European region. 

The moment he appears; the image of a circle appears in the sky. 

This circle at first is transparent then it appears to become more solid. This circle is empty, but then a 

pointer appears in the middle of the pointer. 

A scepter appears in Jean hand, in the middle of the scepter is a fitly designed sandglass. The circle 

reminds people of a clock 

The sandglass also seems to have some connection with the association one had with Time. 

'The Heaven will not coerce' he spoke, his voice echoes all over Europe and his voice seems to have 

make the coercion stand still. 

Unable to push, unable to pressure. 

In a large island nation filled with fog, the Empire of Japan also felt the aura of Death Monarch, and then 

seeing his figure sitting on a platform of holiness, everyone knows that this has something to do with 

Death Monarch again. 

There is a cave around the area of the coast of the Empire. The cave is referred to the people as the cave 

of the holy. 

Because it is where the two powerful figure of Japan usually secluded themselves. 

Hikigaya came out of his cave. 



He looks at the sky and see Death Monarch figure and he sighed. 

'You could not do thing quietly do you?' Hikigaya also does not know what Death Monarch is trying to 

do. But, he expected that he wanted to do something big. 

If not, there is no reason to move island, created formation. 

Though Hikigaya thought it would end there. Now, it is clear that the act of moving island is just the 

opening act 

Pointing his finger to the ground a worm flew to the sky and turns into a dragon. 

He then pointed his finger to the sky and the skies opened up. Hundreds of monsters come out 

But these monsters are unlike any other monsters that one could see on Earth 

There are one eyed monsters, a monster that wears kimono but have a cat face, large serpent, woman 

with an ugly face but long nails that look like swords, a child who is surrounded by gloomy aura, and 

kappa. 

Any other people might find it hard to identify what these monsters are but for people of Japan they 

know what this is 

Yokai! Oni! 

And this many Yokai and oni together coming out in droves form the sky…. this is the Hyakki Yako, the 

Night Parade of One Hundred Demons 

A riot in the sky, dragons coming from the ground, thousands of supernatural creatures filled the skies 

and some of them waited in the sky in orderly manner, some laugh and cries, rioting all over the skies, 

magical abilities pouring out down from the skies like fireworks. 

Hikigaya smiles and as he lifted his feet, clouds appear under his feet, the clouds solidified and he flew 

to the sky, sitting on top of the clouds, positioning himself in front of Nurirahyon. 

Nurirahyon is usually thought to lead the Hyakki Yako, a yokai that could not be caught 

The Hyakki Yako is a folklore legend 

But Hikigaya is a person who could turns the illusion into reality and vice versa. 

He brings out the Night Parade and thousands of demons fills the sky shocking the people of the Empire 

of Japan. 

The yokai dances and sings, drinking wine and the oni fights against each other, beating each other up, 

riot in the sky. 

And sitting in front, sitting on the clouds, Hikigaya laughs, his laugh echoes all over the world. the 

powerful coercion that fills the Earth dissipated 

It was like the world was separated right now. In the sky, it is the world of the demons and the ground, 

the mortal world. 



The entire world was also shocked. But they did not have a such a guardian deity in their forces that 

could withstand the heavenly pressure. 

They felt the heavenly pressure filling the entire world and saw that stalwart and titanic figure of Death 

Monarch in the sky 

But before they could even make sense of it, another majestic aura appeared. 

Unlike Death Monarch this aura could be felt but there is no vison of him that could be seen in the sky 

The world is vast. 

While not all people of the world could see that, the people of Europe could see Jean body in the sky. 

He is now also sitting cross legged and under him is a river filled with colors of all kinds, and around the 

area of this river that seem to stretch to infinity yet also to nothing, time is distorted, space is trembling 

and the harmonization between the two prevent time and space from collapsing. 

Those in Europe could see such sights and they prostrate themselves. Like mortals seeing a god 

Everyone could feel that the pressure from the sky lightened after Jean appeared so they prostrate 

themselves. 

The world did not know the cause and effect of the matter. 

They only know that after seeing Death Monarch figure, they could feel another majestic aura fills the 

world. 

Some people couldn't even find time to reach with all of these beings suddenly appearing together. 

These existences shocked all of the world powers and the factions of the world. Even though, some 

people was not able to see Hikigaya and Jena figure, all people under the heavens could see Death 

Monarch figure all over the sky 

Wherever these Divine Comprehension is, they separated the sky, and it was like under them, a 

different world bloomed. 

Chapter 1448 Confess! 

The people of the world could not see the other two Divine Comprehension leveler like they see Death 

Monarch. 

But just because they could not does not mean they could not sense it. Anyone above Seed Forming 

could trace the source of energy 

Other than the Turbulent Sea where their Divine Sense is heavily distorted, the rest of the world is still 

somewhat possible for them to feel it 

And they know from the power unleashed that the only people able to unleash such power that could 

affect the world to this degree is none other another Divine Comprehension leveler. 

Jean uses the power of Time, the Space was affected and his power spread all over the world. 
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Hikigaya conjure up demons and unknown beings, parading in the sky, demonic energy fills the sky and 

rid of the coercion of the heaven, like a battle between demons and gods. 

Their auras were equally terrifying, morphing their surrounding unconsciously. 

They all have this prestige around them, an inviolable majesty, shocking the heaven and Earth. 

Blessing rained down from the sky, the songs of the world echoes all over, divine flowers bloomed, 

celestial images fills the skies. 

At this moment, the entire Earth seems to have turned into an immortal land. 

The golden light spread out from west to east, north to south, four corners of the world become golden. 

the clouds are not blue or white instead it was like it is coated by divine color of gold and a blue aura 

below it appears like a never-ending stretch of water that suspended in the air, stretching to infinity and 

beyond 

A golden sky, a never-ending river of blue. 

Somewhere in a secret location, someone looked at the sky with a complicated expression. 

This man is twenty-five feet tall, have a horn on the side of his head and he is wielding a trident that just 

fit in his hand. 

Around his body is a powerful aura. The secret location he is in is inside a cove. 

The cove itself has a large opening. But if one looks from afar, they would not see anything. 

They would not see that this person is standing on top of a large rock looking at the sea in front of him 

Because there is a barrier that covers his entire existence. The power of the sea protects him, the earth 

veins created a barrier that obfuscate the heavenly will and distorts any divine sense that tries to probe 

this place. 

'Death Monarch…what are you doing?' he mutters to himself as he looks at the sky, seeing that figure in 

golden colors 

His hand holding the trident tightened and the waves of the sea rages around the entire cove, the 

storms come in a second later, shielding this place from any gaze. 

In the sky of Arturia, Azief could sense that Hikigaya and Jean had come out and mobilize their power to 

repel the coercion from the Heaven. 

But Azief did not care about that. 
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Right now, his mind is only focused on the location. Will had given him the location of pirate lords. He 

might not have been able to track Kaiju, but he had managed to track the other pirate lords. 

And there is also a list of people from the Crime Alliance. 



'I had waited long enough. And I procrastinated for too long. That people seems to think that I would 

never make a move. Now, like before, I had to clean it all up before I could truly be at ease' he thought 

to himself 

and his determination seems to evoke another powerful reaction from his body as his body unleashed 

another waves of power. 

Like a storm that blasted out of nowhere, his energy exploded into the four corners of his body, creating 

a blast of energy that spread all over the sky, dissipating clouds and cracking the space around it. 

It almost seems like a Divine Comprehension leveler energy has no limits. In a world that is filled with 

energy as much as Earth right now, they practically are blessed with energy 

Like a world that has just been born. 

Chaotic but full of possibilities. 

In the sky right now, Death Monarch image is numerous and could be seen in every part of the world. 

Whether you are at an unknown continent, at a secluded island covered with misty concealing fog, or 

whether you are in the farthest reaches place from the Turbulent Sea, you could still see the image of 

Death Monarch in the sky 

But all of these images is nothing but a reflection of him that is sitting on a platform in the sky in Arturia. 

Using the Heavenly Will to project himself all over the sky. 

And his eyes seem to be looking for something. 

Those who sees Death Monarch in the sky have many reactions. 

Some fell to the ground and prostrate. 

Some bowed in worship and some lower their head as a sign of respect. 

Some hides and burrows themselves into the earth. 

These are the reaction of people towards him. Some people are grateful and some people are afraid. 

Azief saw all of this but his mind does not have time to process all of this. Instead, his eyes keep looking 

and then a smile appears on his face 

'I have found all of you' his voice echoes all over the world, like there is speaker up in the sky and that 

speaker had just pointed toward the Earth and the voice speaks over it. 

The people listening to Death Monarch words was puzzled. 

Who did he found? And who is he seeking? 

Some people thought that how could Death Monarch make a move if its something insignificant? Could 

it be that Death Monarch is about to fight Kaiju? 

Is it Kaiju who he had found? 



The world stand still as they waited. 

If Kaiju and Death Monarch fight each other, the ten Seas would boil and a battle like the ones during 

the Multiversal Convergence might happen again 

And this time it might even be more catastrophic than before 

Azief then separate himself into seven avatars. 

These seven avatar all flew in the sky bringing a golden sky with them, filling the world with blessing, 

whenever these seven avatar goes, blessing descended from the skies. 

The sea grows calms, the barren island suddenly grows with plants and trees, those people with injuries 

would find that their injuries lightened. 

Endless mystical visions followed one after another, and the sky turned into golden yellow in an instant 

The supreme power of the world Death Monarch is now making his move and the first move is already 

so shocking 

At this moment, all the creatures who felt the power of the sky trembled, and felt an urge to bow down. 

At this moment, the color of the world changed, the seas trembles and the earth quake. The might 

forces of the world were all shocked beyond measure. 

And when they look up at the sky and see Death Monarch avatar passing through their air region, they 

see the golden clouds and the golden skies that accompanying him 

The coercion of the Heaven was overwhelmed by these avatars 

The seven avatar then stopped at different position all over the world. 

Some people try to record it and some people try to relay what happened to their forces. 

The world is vast and even Disk Formation leveler would take a long time to travel to many parts of the 

world 

But these seven titanic avatar that blows out the sky and dissipate the clouds appear in many places all 

over the globe in record breaking time, ignoring space and time 

The Turbulent Sea area makes its slower for the avatar to move but as for other parts of the world, 

Death Monarch avatar directly ignored the space and time and quickly arrived in position. 

The people in that area was shocked when they see such a titanic figure suddenly appears above their 

heads, blocking the sun and moon. 

The void of space suddenly was torn apart and coming out of this void is these seven avatar. 

The main body sits on a platform filed with divine flowers blooming in the sky on the sky of the 

Turbulent Sea like a holy men standing guard 

While his seven avatar is all over the world. Some are at a different sea. 



Some are at new continents that have popped up since the Multiversal Convergence. And one of them is 

in the area of Lotus Order 

But most of his avatar is on the skies of many new continents, his figure could be seen by everyone 

around that area. 

On some parts of the world, dawn had just break and the sun just shows its face. Death Monarch avatar 

arrived and blocked the sun, his shadows stretched all over the entire continent. 

On the other part of the world, the sun had set, and night had settled in and Death Monarch appears. 

The moon was blocked by him and it almost feel like an eternal darkness shrouded the entire continent. 

All of the people living in these places could only look at the sky with dumfounded expression 

They did not know the cause and effect of all this. But they all recognized the face of Death Monarch 

And they all become anxious. 

These seven avatars all then sit cross leg in the sky, the platform appears beneath their feet, holy 

flowers blooms in the sky 

Even as they sit there not doing anything anyone who us close enough to these avatars could feel that 

there is tension in the air 

'Confess your sin!' the seven avatar spoke in seven different places, the word echoes all over the world, 

the clouds changed colors, the skies cracked and the pressure of Heaven fell down all over the world 

Chapter 1449 All Over The World 

'Confess your sin!' 

the seven avatar spoke in seven different places, the word echoes all over the world, the clouds changed 

colors, the skies cracked and the pressure of Heaven fell down all over the world 

The Ten Seas thrashed wildly and the world shakes and tremble. 

The people in these seven places did not know what sins should be confessed. 

But those below Disk Formation are all trembling in fear and they hope whoever that Death Monarch 

wanted to confess quickly confess and don't bring them into their problems. 

Some people who saw this could see the theatricality of it all 

This is how Death Monarch always operated. 

There is one avatar in a large new continent. 

In this continent there is a state being built. 

The state is just small, ten thousand people state. In the past six month, there are people who washed 

toward this land. 

They gathered together to create a village but when there is more people the village turns into cities. 
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And now they created a state. Since this land have no powerful beast nor is there any signs of world 

powers, the people here wanted to make this place their home 

Land is in abundance, and the people are developing steadily far away from the eyes of the world 

powers and the faction and forces of the world 

This land is peaceful and safe. 

But today as dawn breaks suddenly there is the avatar of Death Monarch in the sky, sitting on platform 

of flowers, the sky become golden, and the pressure of Heaven fell down toward the cities of this newly 

born state. 

These cities also have all kinds of protection formation. But how could these formations withstand the 

power of Divine Comprehension leveler. 

There is only a few Disk Formation leveler in this state and even then, their Disk are not that many. 

The moment Azief avatar appears in the sky, all of these formation activated and the moment it 

activated it exploded into pieces. 

The people all prostrate themselves toward the sky. 

Azief avatar look down, his eyes narrowed, nothing could escape his eyes. 

The avatar here is transformed from the World Energy. 

His eyes are sharp and each breath bring life toward this continent. 

Barren land become fertile, pond becomes lake, lakes become rivers, life bloomed in thousand ways and 

thousand methods. 

Ethereal images float around him 

The king of this state is a middle age man. 

He is in the realm of Disk Formation. 

This person also participated in the war during the Multiversal Convergence. 

How could he not know who is in the sky right now. He bowed down and he spoke, his word echoes all 

over the area 

'Your Excellency Azief. What sins should we confess?' 

This man did not have any idea of resisting. Those who could resist Death Monarch are only those 

powerful figures of the world powers 

He is a simple Disk Formation leveler and his foundation is also very unstable. If he did not have any 

other opportunities later in life, he is quite sure that his final realm is only at Disk Formation realm. 

He knows his power could not even tickle Death Monarch. 

Of course, if anyone else in the sky right now, this man would have burrow to the ground or fly to the 

sky trying to run. 



However, in the sky right now is Death Monarch. Burrowing through the ground, flying to the sky, these 

are the path of death. 

However, that is not the only reason why he did not try to run. It is because he believes in the character 

of Death Monarch 

Death Monarch is terrifying. He is cold. And he is decisive when he wanted to kill. 

 But he also did not kill people arbitrarily. 

No one could escape if he wanted to kill someone but in the many times he killed people, he would not 

kill people unrelated to the matter 

This man knows that he did not do any wrong to Death Monarch or to the world. 

Since the Multiversal Convergence, he had been here in this empty continent, focusing on establishing 

this state and create a dynasty of his own in this continent. 

In that process, he did not act shameful, he did not oppress the people and he did not do anything that 

would make him ashamed to face Heaven and Earth. 

He believes in the character of Death Monarch so he did not run and ask him a question. 

Azief look toward that man and he could see the merit that's twirls around him. Heaven is beginning to 

distribute merit. 

It seems that the Heavenly Will had also learned some new tricks. And he could also see this man did 

not have many resentments around him 

A good person. 

A few resentments here and there is expected 

Azief avatar simply said 

'I will not hurt the innocent' the man nodded and heaved a sigh of relief. 

'I defer to Your Excellency judgment' that man said. That man looks at the sky trying to see Death 

Monarch face but he could not see anything. 

Azief back is shrouded with a halo of light, and this light makes it impossible for anyone to see Death 

Monarch face. 

The only thing the man could do was to lower his gaze and wait. 

'Like looking at the sun. Look too long and you would be blind' he thought to himself. 

Azief is smiling right now. 

He is not smiling because of the permission given by that person. After all, when have he ever needed 

permission to do things in the world? he smiles because he already saw the person he is searching. 

'Raul Alvarez. You are the pirate lord of Black Lion Pirates. Come out!' 



The entire land was silent. 

Hearing what Death Monarch said everyone seems to be enlightened at the same time. 

The target of Death Monarch is one of the Ten Pirate Lords? These people didn't know the matter that 

happened a week ago at Arturia. 

They live in a secluded continent far from the continents of the Seven Great Powers. 

Even if they do get news, they would get news a little bit later than everyone else. 

But they could infer a few things. 

Death Monarch is now about to capture one of the Ten Prate Lords? 

What had happened? 

But even though there is all of this kind of question in their hearts, they did not dare voices it. 

The people who prostate still prostate and even the king of the state did not dare say anything 

The Pirate Lords are powerful existence in the sea. Even though they never met a pirate lord before, 

they all once met their crew when travelling the sea 

There is even a saying, the land belongs to the Great Powers, the Sea belongs to the Pirates, the 

darkness belongs to the Crime Alliance and the Heavens belong to Death Monarch 

None of these forces are forces that they could offend. 

However, they are clear, something must have happened between Death Monarch and the Pirate Lords. 

They bury their question in their hearts 

And waited. 

They waited for Raul to surrender. 

These people might be afraid of the Ten Pirate Lords but everyone in the world knows that between the 

Ten Pirate Lords and Death Monarch, they could easily tell who is stronger. 

The second passes. 

Azief waited, but as moment passes, the pressure of the world seems to descend on the state. 

Everyone feel like there is a mountain on their shoulder and they have no choice but to kneel. They 

could not imagine the pressure that is on Raul 

These people only felt a fraction of what Raul is feeling. 

Raul is hiding among the people, and he look at that figure in the sky, his face expression is turning 

solemn. 

He closes his eyes, takes a deep breath and then he unsheathed his saber and then he opens his mouth. 

'You force me!' A shout echoes through the sky 



Suddenly the sound of wind whistling could be heard, the sound of space being torn apart, a sonic boom 

that cracks the sky 

The entire land seems to be illuminated by a saber light. It cut the heavenly pressure. 

And a powerful saber intent flew toward the sky, soaring with piercing power. Wherever these saber 

intent moves, it cut the golden skies and a red sky replaces the golden sky 

The force was so powerful that it broke supersonic and the entire space trembles and cracks under that 

saber intent that wanted to tear the sky 

Azief look at the red skies and the powerful saber intent that cut the golden clouds and the golden skies. 

There is a sneer on his face. 

'This alone is not enough' the moment that Raul strike toward him, he revealed his position to Azief. 

He looks at the approaching saber intent and then he pointed his finger forward. 

To the people below the sky, it looks like God is pointing his finger towards them, a finger that is as large 

a mountain pointing down and the entire state is filled with shadow of darkness. 

Blocking out the sun with one finger, it looks like a finger is about to descend down from the heaven and 

eradicate the entire state. 

The saber intent collided with this finger and the intent collapsed immediately, dissipated like 
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It is like throwing an egg into a stone boulder. 

You would only have cracked eggs. 

Azief then saw Raul next move and his eyebrows furrowed. 

'Bold!' his voice echoes all over the sky and Raul flew out from the city flying high in the sky, turning into 

a streaking light 

The slash did not work. 

All of his power was put into that saber slash. But as any experienced combatant, he knew to always 

reserve a backhand. And always to have a reserve energy. 

He popped pills into his body, overdraft his ability and then jump toward the sky, fully intending to run. 

Raul knows from the very beginning that no matter how powerful his saber slash is; how could his attack 

destroy Death Monarch? 

If he could do that, he would already be the number one in the world. Why would he become a pirate 

Lord and having to defend himself against the world powers and the Crime Alliance? 

But, he still has to give his all to that attack. If not how could he make Death Monarch become 

distracted. 



In that one split second of distraction, the suppression of space around him loosened and it was at this 

moment that he throws Energy Replenishing pills into his mouth, swallow it and jump from the ground, 

flying to the sky 

The best strategy against someone powerful like Death Monarch is only one. 

Among the many strategies he had learned in his life, there is one strategy that is useful against 

powerful people like Death Monarch 

And that strategy is run 

Or in his case, fly away 

>> 

Chapter 1450 A Storm 

Azief smile, his smile could not be seen because of the light that he emitted. 

He put his hand together and the entire earth seems to tremble 

The most shocking thing happened. Sidney golden chains erupted from the ground. Seven golden chains 

wrap itself on that person. 

The moment the chains erupted out from the ground, Raul was trapped in place like the chain even 

chained time and space, suppressing Raul into one position without ever being able to move. 

'Release me! Death Monarch! I am not the one that attack you. Your beef is with Kaiju!' his shout echoes 

all over but Azief simply smiles. 

He then opens both his palm and then Raul now wrapped with seven golden chains flew toward his 

hand. 

A six feet man suppressed by a titanic avatar of two thousand feet. 

Real look like an ant. He is still screaming but his scream seems to be muted by an invisible force 

Azief avatar then slowly pointed his left palm forward and the void opens. 

This avatar enters the void and appears back in the Turbulent Sea. The Turbulent Sea space and time 

once again disturbed and the void of space appears everywhere. 

Space tears apart and about to eat space and time around it. The avatar slaps his left hand and the area 

stabilizes a bit 

This is the risk of teleporting from the Turbulent Sea. 

Unless you are a Divine Comprehension leveler or someone who have dep understanding of the laws of 

space and time, trying to teleport from the Turbulent Sea could create all kinds of instability in this part 

of the world 

Azief take Raul and put it in his sleeve and the first avatar merged back with Azief. His power rises again. 

In the distance, the people of Arturia could see this scene. 
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They could not see it clearly but they all could tell what Death Monarch is doing right now 

He is capturing Pirate Lords! 

Everyone knows that this is Death Monarch declaration of war! 

All over the world such scene could be seen. Of Death Monarch avatar capturing people. 

These avatars are like a judgement from Heaven, appearing all over the world and asking people to 

confess their sins. 

In the area of Lotus Order, there is another avatar of Azief.  And he is above the sky, looking down at a 

mountain. 

The mountain was flattened, sword marks are everywhere, the clouds have all disperse. 

Sitting on top of white clouds, white robes, the Cosmic energy pouring out from the avatar body, Azief 

avatar sighed 

'Pirate Lord Gao. Today, I will bring you back to Arturia to answer your crime to the world' 

There is another pirate lord here. 

Pirate Lord Gao, the Sleeping Dragon Captain. 

It is another pirate lord. 

Most people thought that Pirate Lord Gao would sail across the sea and hide in the coves. Who would 

have expected he hides in the mountain in the territory of Lotus Order? 

The only way that this is possible might be that the Lotus Order and him have some kind of a deal. 

Azief could see it in a glance. This Pirate Lord Gao probably hides his wealth in this mountain. When he 

comes out of the mountains he would go out to the sea and started his piracy 

Gao is kneeling on top of a flat peak. 

His Disk were all crushed, his Seed is withering and his body is on the verge of collapse. 

Energy pours out of him with each breath he takes, his blood had already turned red instead of golden. 

There is a broken sword on his side and he looks weakly at the sky. 

'One finger' he mutters before he falls down unconscious on the ground. 

there are many people below the peak of that mountain. 

these people are all the crew of the Sleeping Dragon Pirate. They all did not dare to rush upwards. 

They didn't even dare to help their leader. 

Maybe at the beginning of the fight they would still have courage to try to fight. But they had just seen 

how their captain was destroyed. 

All it takes for Azief avatar to defeat their captain was one finger. 



Gao is a swordsman. 

It is also quite a special class…but it is not exactly a unique class. 

Like in Japan one could have the class of Samurai after becoming swordsman. Only in Japan that such 

class is possible to be chosen 

Goa is also someone like this 

His attainment of the sword is high. And so he is known as the Sword of the Sea. There are many people 

that uses swords among the pirate lords. 

Bit only one of these many pirate lords wielded and uses the sword as elegantly as Pirate Lord Gao 

His sword cut off the heaven. 

This what people thought of Gao. 

But, the Heaven that he cut before is merely clouds and wind. Now, that true Heaven descend, his 

sword could not even leave a scratch. 

A finger is pointed, everything turns to dust, the sword intent all rebounded back, a swift light enters 

Gao body, the Disk all exploded and his Seed withers almost immediately and now he is unconcise. 

Azief avatar look at this and sighed 

'It is not yet time for you to die' 

Azief waves his hand, an essence of life flew out. 

And Pirate Lord Gao did not die. 

Then a gust of wind blew toward the mountain, Gao body flew toward Azief hand. Azief opens his palm, 

a palm that is as wide as a large plain in the stretches of the Mongolian steppes. 

Then he disappeared from the area. 

All seven of his avatar did the same thing all over the world. Some took two people, some of them took 

one people. 

They then all return and merge back with the original body. All of this took around fifteen minutes. 

The avatar had all returned 

Azief finally opens his eyes. 

Then he declared, his voice could be heard all over the continents. The Heaven amplifies his voice that it 

echoes like sky quake. 

'A month from now, I will execute the people I captured in Arturia Town Square' He did not give any 

explanation. Only a declaration. 

And this declaration is a promise. 



After saying this, Azief waves his hand, ten people was hurled from his sleeve. These ten people all flew 

to the center square of Arturo. 

They landed and crashed. But they are still alive. The moment they crashed, they got up and wanted to 

fly away. 

But they were shocked as they felt that they did not have any energy at all. 

'He sealed us' 

One of the pirate lords said. 

Before he could even finish his sentence, chains erupted from the ground and bind itself on the foot and 

arms of these people. 

Then the chain pulls back into the earth and ten people was forced to kneel. They kneel there and then 

they look at the sky. The god-like figure in the sky is looking own at them 

'Stay there obediently' 

Then Azief turns into motes of light and disappeared from the sky. 

Azief has returned back to his villa. He is on the kitchen and there is Will on the table wiping his mouth 

with a handkerchief. 

Will saw him and said 

'I was right' 

Azief raise his eyebrows 

'What are you right about?' 

'I think by the time I finished eating, you would have completed doing that' Azief smiles and 
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Will and Azief then chatted. Azief did not all act like he just did something earth shaking. Will also 

doesn't seem to be shocked with all of the action that Azief had done 

Azief sat together with Will and these two old friends began talking and laughing, reminiscing of the 

matter of the past 

>> 

In the villa on top of a tall high surrounded by misty fog in the area of Arturia, everything is calm and 

peaceful 

But the whole world was shocked. 

The golden skies have all dissipated and there is no longer the song of earth echoing all over the earth. 

The world regained its calm. 



But the golden sky still lingers and some people still watch the sky. 

They waited for a few minutes and after fifteen minutes of nothing happening they could finally take a 

deep breath of relief. 

But the impact of what had happened did not yet end 

They heard the voice of Death Monarch echoing countless of times all round the world. Even those who 

were not involved in this matter feeling a bit scared. 

By the evening, the whole world finally gets a bit of clarity. But the more they know, the more shocked 

they became 

Death Monarch captured, Pirate Lords Raul, Pirate Lord Gao, Pirate Lord Frederik, Pirate Lord Marco and 

Pirate Lord Awad 

That is six pirate lords out of ten. But Death Monarch captured ten people. The other four people are 

people from the Crime Alliance. 

There is someone that was captured by Azief from Bratva. Some people thought it was Mister Moscow. 

But it is Berlin. When the world learned about this, it is another bout of shock 

Death Monarch plans this time seems to involve a lot more people. The Pirates is one thing. 

Everyone could understand it. 

Kaiju got the trident and could threaten the world powers with the ability he got from wielding that 

trident 

But why involve the Crime Alliance? Why bring another enemy to the fold and pushes it to ally with the 

Pirates? 

And everyone could feel that there is a storm that is coming to the world. A storm like it has never 

before seen. 

 


